DEBRA DRISCOLL
Magic Weaver. Storyteller. Spiritual Teacher
Creator of BIG LIFE MAGIC

ABOUT ME
Debra has practiced and taught spiritual development and healing
practices for over twenty five years and takes great delight in activating
magic in others Debra has created a community of Magic Curious
people who interact either in the membership or one to one with her. In
her work Debra assists people to shift from disenchantment to
enchantment, stuck to flow, and loss to possibility. Her work involves
activating the magic within so you can become the magic weaver and
healer that you need.
Her expertise: Reiki Master, TCM Practitioner, Meditation and Intuition
Teacher, Grief Guide, Oracle and Energy Reader, and Master Storyteller.
Debra is the author of A Series of Surrender ~ A Memoir of Grief. In 2022,
Debra will be writing and crafting her second book, Surrendering to
Magic.

I believe we all have magic within us and by accessing our magic we
activate our ability to be the best healers and teachers for ourselves and
others. Using intuitive guidance, spiritual practice, and storytelling I help
people tap into their magic so they can heal, transform, and expand. I

WHAT I
BELIEVE AND
WHY I DO
WHAT I DO

invite people into their own Big Life MAGIC.
It is my belief that our big life losses are the pathway to our big life
magic, every loss or challenge offers a lesson and each lesson offers the
opportunity to strengthen our energetic hearts and invite more love and
in turn more magic into our lives.
This belief was developed and strengthened in my journey from single
mother to grieving mother. In 2013 my son Sage, aged 11, unexpectedly
died. The question I asked myself in the days following was; “Will my
spiritual practice and all I know about healing be enough to keep my
head above the waves of grief?” The answer I found was many layered
and a resounding yes!

WEBSITE & SOCIAL
MEDIA LINKS

Website - https://biglifemagic.com/
YouTube Channel https://bit.ly/BigLifeMagicYouTube
Membership - https://biglifemagic.com/magicmembership/
Facebook (private community) - Big Life Magic Makers
Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/biglifemagic

TOPICS + THEMES
How our Big Life Losses carve the path for our Big
Life Magic.
Our Energetic Heart and its role in our soul
expansion.
Everyday Spirituality. How to attune to your Magic.
The 4 ways to tune into your intuition. The 4 CLAIRS.
Moon Magic and how we can attune our
manifestations to the lunar cycles.
Death and Acceptance. How an acceptance of
death and loss can bring you back to life.
The soulmate relationship between Grief and Joy.
Grief is not invited to the party, but she should be!
Creating a healing relationship with Grief.

QUESTION +
PROMPTS

- Tell us about your journey with magic, and how grief was the ultimate catalyst.
- You say your intuition is your first sense. When were you aware that your intuition was your ultimate
guide?
- Your book A Series of Surrenders chronicles the deaths of your first love, your father and your son.
What have these deaths and the grief journey that followed taught you?
- You believe grief and joy are soul mates, tell us more about that.
- You speak about our energetic heart and its connection to our soul/ spirit. What is an energetic
heart and how is it connected to our soul?
- How can we strengthen our energetic hearts?
- In your work what have you found to be the biggest obstacle people face when accessing their
magic?
- You teach about the moon cycles and how they can support our transformation and manifestations,
share with us what the moon has taught you?
- For someone currently experiencing grief, what advice can you give them?
- What is a tool or technique we can begin to use today that will help us access our magic?

